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Rep. Barca Statement on Gov. Walker’s Extremely Insensitive 

Tweet on BadgerCare Expansion  
 

MADISON – Today Assembly Democratic Leader Peter Barca (D-Kenosha) released the following 

statement regarding Gov. Walker’s extremely insensitive social media posts on BadgerCare expansion, 

where the Governor characterized the Affordable Care Act as a “death spiral”1:  

 

“It is extremely insensitive and abhorrent for Gov. Walker to characterize his denial of health care 

access as a ‘death spiral’ when a study estimated that residents in Wisconsin literally could die due to 

refusing these health care expansion funds.2 

 

“Because Gov. Walker has put extreme partisan ideology above all else, 80,000 Wisconsin residents 

have been denied life-saving health care access and taxpayers are paying billions more for Medicaid. 

Those 80,000 residents lack access to vital health services such as cancer screenings. A recent report 

also found that 15,500 children lost coverage from BadgerCare since Gov. Walker and Republicans 

took office, which is truly shameful.3 

 

“Wisconsin taxpayers are paying a high price for the Governor’s political posturing. In fact, the 

opposite of what the Governor tweeted is the case, given that accepting federal funds would save 

Wisconsin taxpayers more than $300 million this biennium alone. 

 

“When it comes to hyperbole and disrespectful language, Gov. Walker seems to be taking his cues 

from the Republican candidate for President. He should retract his comments and apologize to the 

people of Wisconsin.” 

 

Even Republican governors such as Gov. Chris Christie and John Kasich have accepted federal funds for 

Medicaid expansion. Gov. Kasich said “expanding Medicaid at this point, bringing our dollars back is 

working. It’s saving money and it’s saving lives.”4 
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